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Some species mount a robust antibody response
despite having limited genome-encoded combinato-
rial diversity potential. Cows are unusual in having
exceptionally long CDR H3 loops and few V regions,
but themechanism for creating diversity is not under-
stood. Deep sequencing reveals that ultralong CDR
H3s contain a remarkable complexity of cysteines,
suggesting that disulfide-bonded minidomains may
arise during repertoire development. Indeed, crystal
structures of two cow antibodies reveal that these
CDRH3s form a very unusual architecture composed
of a b strand ‘‘stalk’’ that supports a structurally
diverse, disulfide-bonded ‘‘knob’’ domain. Diversity
arises from somatic hypermutation of an ultralong
DH with a severe codon bias toward mutation to
cysteine. These unusual antibodies can be elicited
to recognize defined antigens through the knob
domain. Thus, the bovine immune system produces
an antibody repertoire composed of ultralong CDR
H3s that fold into a diversity of minidomains gener-
ated through combinations of somatically generated
disulfides.
INTRODUCTION
Antibodies are quite diverse, but this heterogeneity is present
within the constraints of the immunoglobulin fold. The most
diverse portion of the antibody molecule is the complementarity
determining region 3 of the heavy chain (CDR H3), which is
derived from DNA rearrangement of variable (V), diversity (D),
and joining (J) gene segments (Fugmann et al., 2000; Kato
et al., 2012; Smider and Chu, 1997). Additional point mutations
are acquired in the variable regions after antigen exposure
through somatic hypermutation (SH) (Di Noia and Neuberger,2007; Kocks and Rajewsky, 1988). Despite the genetic modifica-
tions of gene rearrangement and SH, the overall structure of the
antibody is maintained within the immunoglobulin fold and the
associated CDR loops of the heavy and light chains. Variations
on this theme include VHH antibodies from camelids and the
IgNAR of sharks (Decanniere et al., 1999; Stanfield et al.,
2004), which contain bivalent heavy-chain domains without light
chains; however, both of these still utilize their heavy-chain CDR
loops to bind antigen. The only known exception to this structural
paradigm for antigen recognition is the variable lymphocyte
receptor of jawless vertebrates, which use a leucine-rich repeat
scaffold with variable loops to bind antigen (Alder et al., 2005;
Pancer et al., 2004; Han et al., 2008). Interestingly, some verte-
brates, such as Bos taurus, have a very limited diversity of V
gene segments (Berens et al., 1997; Lopez et al., 1998; Saini
et al., 2003; Sinclair et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2006) yet maintain
a perfectly robust adaptive immune response, suggesting
unique diversification mechanisms at work to generate a func-
tional antibody repertoire.
The CDR H3 is typically 8–16 amino acids in length in humans
(Figure 1A) and, along with the other CDRs of the heavy and light
chain, usually forms a flat or undulating binding surface for anti-
gen recognition. In humans, some longer CDR H3 loops with
unusual protruding structures have been described that
contribute to important functions such as virus neutralization
(Collis et al., 2003; Kwong and Wilson, 2009; Pejchal et al.,
2010; Saphire et al., 2001; McLellan et al., 2011; Ekiert et al.,
2012). Different species exhibit a diversity of CDR H3 length;
however, bovine antibodies have the longest CDR H3 regions
known, with an ultralong subset that ranges in length from 50
to 61 amino acids (Berens et al., 1997; Lopez et al., 1998; Saini
et al., 1999, 2003; Zhao et al., 2006) (Figure 1A). These heavy
chains pair with a restricted set of lambda light chains (Saini
et al., 2003) and have multiple but an even number of cysteines,
suggesting that they participate in disulfide bonds (Saini et al.,
1999) (Figure 1B). The restricted VH-VL pairing, potential for mul-
tiple disulfide bonds, and the unusually long length suggests that
these bovine CDR H3s might not be simple loops or b-hairpinsCell 153, 1379–1393, June 6, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1379
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D44.1 CARGDGNYGYW 7 
93F3 CAKHTYGGPGDSW 9 
OKT3 CARYYDDHYCLDYW 10 
Yvo CARTSGWDIEFEYW 10 
CR6261 CAKHMGYQVRETMDVW 12 
PG9 82WVDMYHYNYYGDYFDYYNYGNRYDPGGAERVC
B-S1 61WADIVDWTAVAFNTGSSKAC
B-S2 22WADVYQKWSRSNYSQYFGVNGSSKAC
B-S3 32WADLSGSGWADHNLDCIINAGAFHKAC
B-S4 62WADVYCEGRGGVCYCGNANYGPGTWTEKTC
BF4E9 CTTVHQIFCPDGYSYGYGCGYGYGCSGYDCYGYGGYGYGGYGGYSSYSYSYSYEYYGDAW 56 
BLV5B8 CTTVHQETRKTCSDGYIAVDSCGRGQSDGCVNDCNSCYYGWRNCRRQPAIHSYEFHVDAW 56 
BLV5D3 CSSVTQRTHVSRSCPDGCSDGDGCVDGCCCSAYRCYTPGVRDLSCTSYSITYTYEWNVDAW 57 
BLV8C11 CTTVHQKTTRKTCCSDAYRYDSGCGSGCDCCGADCYVFGACTFGLDSSYSYIYIYQWYVDAW 58 
B-L1 CATVRQTTLRDCPGGYTEDRSCVNTYSCGADDCCGRGDVGYPALYGYRCAAHIQRYNWHADAW 59 
BLV1H12 CTSVHQETKKYQSCPDGYRERSDCSNRPACGTSDCCRVSVFGNCLTTLPVSYSYTYNYEWHVDVW 61 
B-L2 CSTVHQKTRTTQGNTCPDGYTLKDDCPRCRGGCDGYDCCWGDACRSSGLCWGHNPLVTETYTYEFYIDAW 66 
Figure 1. Identification of a Unique
Structural Domain in Bovine Antibodies
(A) Comparison of CDR H3 length among murine,
human, and bovine repertoires. An ultralong sub-
set of more than 60 amino acids is uniquely found
in bovine heavy chains (blue).
(B) Sequences of representative CDR H3s from
murine (mu), human (hu), or bovine sequences
from the literature along with six bovine sequences
(B-S1 to B-S4 and B-L1 and B-L2) from our
sequencing results. The conserved cysteine of
framework 3 and tryptophan of framework 4 that
define CDR H3 boundaries in all antibody variable
regions are highlighted in cyan for reference, and
cysteines are yellow. The lengths of the CDR H3s
are indicated at the right. The murine antibodies
include D44.1, an anti-HEL antibody, 93F3, an
aldolase, and OKT3, a therapeutic antibody tar-
geting human CD3. The OKT3 antibody is unusual
in having a free cysteine in CDR H3. The human
antibodies include Yvo, a cryoglobulin, CR6261,
an anti-influenza A hemaglutinin, and PG9, an anti-
HIV antibody that has one of the longest human
CDR H3s. The bovine antibodies represent the
ultralong sequences in the literature, and short
sequences for comparison. BLV5B8 and BLV1H12
(indicated in bold) were used in our structure
determinations. Relatively conserved TTVHQ and
CPDG motifs are in bold.
(C) Crystal structures of BLV1H12 (left) and
BLV5B8 (middle) Fabs compared to the 93F3 Fab
with a ‘‘normal’’ CDR H3 (right). A superlong, two-
b-stranded stalk protrudes from each bovine VH
immunoglobulin domain and terminates in an
unusual three disulfide-linked knob domain.
See also Figure S1 and Table S1.but that they have a unique and well-defined structural fold.
Although they represent more than 10% of the bovine repertoire,
the structure, function, and underlying genetic mechanisms re-
sulting in ultralong CDR H3 formation and diversity generation
have not been elucidated.
RESULTS
A Unique Antibody Structure in Cattle
To delineate the architecture of bovine antibodies containing
ultralong CDR H3s, we determined crystal structures of two
Fab fragments: BLV1H12 and BLV5B8 (Table S1 available
online). Each of these antibodies was originally cloned from a
fetal calf infected with bovine leukemia virus (which transforms
B cells); however, the original antigens eliciting these antibodies
are unknown (Saini et al., 1999, 2003). The CDR H3s of BLV5B8
and BLV1H12 are 56 and 61 amino acids, respectively (Fig-
ure 1B). The overall structure of the BLV1H12 variable region
core is very similar to other antibodies except for the CDRs of
the heavy and light chains (Figure 1C). The 61 residue CDR H31380 Cell 153, 1379–1393, June 6, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.forms an unprecedented structure in
which a subdomain with an unusual archi-
tecture is formed from a ‘‘stalk,’’
composed of two 12-residue, antiparallelb strands, and a 39 residue, disulfide-rich ‘‘knob’’ that sits atop
the stalk far from the canonical antibody paratope (Figure 1C,
left). The long antiparallel b ribbon serves as a bridge to link
the ‘‘knob’’ domain with the main antibody scaffold and is rigid-
ified using eight standard b sheet hydrogen bonds. The CDR H3
of a second antibody, BLV5B8, has little sequence homology to
BLV1H12, but the unique ‘‘stalk’’ and ‘‘knob’’ structural features
are maintained (Figure 1C, middle). The two bovine antibodies
have dramatically different CDR H3 structures compared to a
typical CDR H3 in mouse or human antibodies (Figure 1C, right).
Structural Diversity in Bovine CDR H3s
Both BLV1H12 and BLV5B8 have stalk and knob components
that share certain features, including a ‘‘T(T/S)VHQ’’ motif at
the base of the ascending strand, which is connected by a vari-
able number of residues to a ‘‘CPDG’’ motif (CSDG in BLV5B8)
that forms a b-turn at the base of each knob (Figure 1B). These
motifs are generally conserved in ultralong CDR H3s of bovine
antibodies (Figure 1B). Detailed examination, however, reveals
that the stalk and knob conformations are otherwise distinct
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Figure 2. Structural Diversity in Ultralong Bovine Antibodies
(A) Comparison of the structure of the two knobs showing differences in disulfide patterns. Close up views of the knobs of BLV1H12 (left) and BLV5H8 (right) are
shown, in addition to a two-dimensional representation of the knob and its disulfide pattern. Disulfides are in orange. The sequences of the knob regions are
shown below, with cysteines in yellow and those conserved with the DH2 germline gene segment underlined. The disulfide pattern is indicated above each
sequence.
(B) Overlay of the variable regions of BLV1H12 (blue) and BLV5B8 (yellow) shows structural homology in the variable regions except the upper part of the stalk and
knob, which are significantly divergent.
(C) Surface and charge density representation of BLV1H12 (left) and BLV5B8 (right) showing different shapes and charge in the knob region. The Ca backbone is
in green, surface positive charge is in blue, and negative charge is in red.due to different disulfide bond patterns and low amino acid
sequence identity. The 39-residue knob domain of BLV1H12 is
composed of two short, antiparallel b strands surrounded by
three loops and folded such that three disulfide bonds adopt a
1-4, 2-6, 3-5 pattern (Figure 2A, left), which is rarely seen in pro-
tein structures. In contrast, the 37 residue knob of BLV5B8 is
composed of three loops and two short a helices and folded
such that three disulfide bonds form a 1-3, 2-4, 5-6 pattern (Fig-
ure 2A, right). The stalk can be of variable length (Figure 1B);
BLV5B8 is two residues shorter than BLV1H12, which reorients
the stalk at its distal end and alters the relative position and orien-
tation of the knob domain (Figure 2B). The surface potentials of
the two knobs are different, with BLV1H12 generally more posi-
tively charged due to frequent occurrence of arginine (Figure 2C).
A search of the Dali protein structure database did not reveal any
structurally similar domains to either knob. The ascending b
strand contains mainly hydrophilic side chains, whereas thedescending strand of the stalk is ‘‘YTYNY’’ in BLV1H12 and
‘‘HSYEF’’ in BLV5B8, where the alternating aromatics form a lad-
der through stacking interactions. Other ultralong sequences
(Figure 1B and below) share this motif of alternating aromatics
(often YxYxY), suggesting that this structural feature is important
for integrity of the stalk. This unique amino acid pattern may
contribute to the stability of this long solvent-exposed, two-
stranded b ribbon (Richardson and Richardson, 2002). With the
significant CDR H3 amino acid sequence differences and disul-
fide patterns, the fold, surface contour, and electrostatic proper-
ties of the BLV1H12 and BLV5B8 knob domains are distinct, yet
both contain the key structural features of ‘‘stalk’’ and ‘‘knob’’
(Figures 1B and 2).
Genetic Basis Underlying Ultralong CDR H3 Structure
The unique disulfide-bonded structures of BLV1H12 and
BLV5B8 pose the question as to how such sequences ariseCell 153, 1379–1393, June 6, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1381
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Figure 3. Genetic Basis for Ultralong Antibody Formation
(A) Identification of VHBUL, a germline variable region used in ultralong antibodies. The leader sequence is in blue, the coding sequence is indicated with the
amino acid translation above, the intron is in italics, and the unique TTVHQ extension, which forms a portion of the ascending strand of the stalk, is in bold. The
recombination signal sequence heptamer and nonamer are underlined in red.
(B) The VHBUL region is found on chromosome 21. Partial cattle metaphase spread (top) and enlarged chromosome 21 (bottom) showing the location of VHBUL
region in BTA21q24 by two-color FISH with BAC clones 318H2 (green) and 14-74H6 (red). International nomenclature for BTA21 is depicted at the bottom.
(C) Schematic of the bovine immunoglobulin loci depicting VHBUL, DH2, and Vl1x, which are preferentially used in ultralong antibodies. The process of V(D)J
recombination assembles the gene segments to form functional ultralong heavy- and light-chain genes. (bottom left). The V-D-J regions mapped onto the
BLV1H12 Fab structure. Colors of the gene segments correlate with the colors of the structure. VHBUL is unique in encoding CDR H1 and CDR H2 residues that
(legend continued on next page)
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in vivo. Antibodies utilize V(D)J recombination and SH to produce
diversity in the antibody repertoire. The VH encodes the majority
of the V region, DH encodes a significant portion of CDR H3, and
JH encodes the terminal b strand. Although CDR H3s can vary in
length, they are constrained by the germline-encoded lengths of
the DH regions and N or P nucleotide insertions, which usually
only account for addition of a few amino acids. Additionally,
cysteine residues in CDRs are not common, but when present,
they are typically conserved between germline and affinity
matured sequences (Almagro et al., 2012; Thomson et al., 2008).
Upon sequencing several bovine V regions from spleen and
lymph node, we found that all sequences with ultralong CDR
H3s (>50 amino acids) contained a relatively conserved ‘‘T(T/S)
VHQ’’ motif that initiates the ascending strand of BLV1H12 and
BLV5B8. This sequence is very unusual, as most human and
mouse germline V regions encode AK or AR amino acids in this
region, which immediately follows the second conserved
cysteine in the VH. A search of the bovine genome revealed a sin-
gle unique germline VH region, which we have termed VHBUL (VH
bovine ultralong, Figure 3A), that is present at the immunoglob-
ulin locus on chromosome 21 by FISH analysis and not at a
previously proposed duplicated immunoglobulin locus on chro-
mosome 11 (Hosseini et al., 2004) (Figure 3B). VHBUL contains
a functional promoter, leader, intron, and recombination signal
sequence and uniquely encodes the terminal ‘‘TTVHQ’’ motif
(Figure 3C, left), as well as CDR H1 and H2 motifs that directly
interact with the stalk (Figure 3C).
In traditional antibodies, CDRs of the heavy and light chains
are normally used for antigen binding. In BLV1H12 and
BLV5B8, the CDR H3 stalk is surrounded by the five other
CDRs. The base of the stalk interacts with CDRs H1, H2, L1,
and L3 (Figure 3C, left). The BLV1H12 ‘‘TSVHQ’’ motif (TTVHQ
in the VHBUL germline) at the base of the ascending strand inter-
acts with a ‘‘DKAVG’’ motif in CDR H1 that is also highly
conserved in bovine antibodies with ultralong CDR H3s but is
divergent from CDR H1 of bovine antibodies with shorter CDR
H3s (Figure 1B). The alignment of the crystal structures of
BLV1H12 and a typical antibody indicates that this CDRH1motif
is shifted toward the base of the ascending b strand of the stalk
(Figure 3C, bottom). In BLV1H12, Asp31, Lys 32 (CDR H1), and
His96 (CDR H3, in TSVHQ in the ascending b strand) form a
hydrogen-bonding network via a water molecule (W286). Ala33
forms a pair of typical b-strand-like hydrogen bonds with
His96. The conserved Gln97 (in TSVHQ) forms a close
hydrogen-bond interaction (2.5 A˚) with Ser50 in CDR H2. The
descending b strand also forms extensive interactions, but with
CDRs L1 and L3, which are derived from a lambda light chain,
Vlx1. CDR L3 is rotated 90 to accommodate the descending
b strand compared to the search model. Asn32 (CDR L1)
hydrogen bonds with the side chain and backbone oxygen of
Asn148 and Tyr147, respectively, in the CDR H3 descending
strand (Figure 3C, bottom right). These features are not foundinteract with the stalk (cyan and orange), as well as a TTVHQmotif that initiates the
residues that interact with the stalk (magenta and blue). Arrows indicate areas o
purple. It is unclear whether this sequence results from N additions, gene co
interactions of CDR H1, H2, L1, and L2 with the stalk of BLV1H12, as well as the
See also Table S4.in the VH regions of conventional antibodies but are highly
conserved between BLV1H12, BLV5B8, and other ultralong
sequences (see below) and are encoded in the bovine germline.
We speculate that the VHBUL—and the invariant light chain Vl1x
that pairs with ultralong heavy chains—evolved specifically to
provide a structural framework to support the stalk and knob,
whereas CDR H1 and H2 are not used to bind antigen but pro-
vide structural support for the ultralong CDR H3 stalk. Thus,
the germline basis for encoding the base of the stalk structure
appears to reside in the VHBUL component of the ultralong
CDR H3, with support from CDRs H1 and H2, as well as the
CDRs of an invariant lambda light chain Vlx1.
The remaining portion of CDR H3 is composed of the knob,
part of the ascending strand, and the descending strand of the
stalk. CDR H3s are typically encoded by the DH region. Cattle
have ten DH regions identified to date (Elsik et al., 2009; Koti
et al., 2008, 2010), but only DH2 is long enough to be the genetic
basis behind ultralong CDR H3s. Although a draft of the Bos
taurus genome is available (Elsik et al., 2009), the assembly of
the immunoglobulin heavy-chain locus is incomplete, leaving
open the possibility of undiscovered ultralong D regions. An
initial alignment betweenDH2, the available literature sequences,
and our initial sequences indicated some limited conservation of
the cysteines, but little overall sequence homology within CDR
H3s (Figure S1). Nevertheless, the first cysteine in DH2, which
is part of the CPDGmotif (Figure S1), is highly conserved in ultra-
long CDR H3s. Additionally, the YxYxY motif forming the
descending strand is also encoded by the 30 portion of DH2 (Fig-
ure 3C). Thus, it appears that DH2, (or other similar unidentified
DH regions) encodes the ‘‘knob’’ domain and the descending
strand of the stalk (Figure 3C, red).
Bovine Ultralong CDR H3s Are Enormously Diverse
Despite similar overall ‘‘stalk and knob’’ architectures, BLV1H12
and BLV5B8 have different patterns of disulfide-bonded cyste-
ines that arise from different cysteine sequence positions. The
available ultralong CDR H3 sequences are highly diverse but
with limited conservation to the germline DH2, suggesting that
they are either derived from different germline DH regions (with
cysteines encoded at different positions) or arose through SH
or gene conversion from a single DH. In humans, SH is temporally
regulated and acts after the naive B cell encounters antigen,
adding mutations that, through selection, increase the affinity
of the antibody. In contrast, ruminants have very limited VH germ-
line diversity, and SH appears to act in the primary repertoire as a
mechanism to generate further diversity prior to antigen expo-
sure (Lopez et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 2006). If the cysteines in
ultralong CDR H3s are encoded in the germline genome, then
the number of different knob minifolds would be limited by the
number of ultralong DH regions in the genome. However, if cys-
teines arise de novo from one or a few D regions through SH or
gene conversion, then the knob structural features could formascending b strand. Similarly, the Vl1x light chain encodes CDR L1 andCDR L2
f potential junctional diversity. Relatively long V-D insertions are indicated in
nversion, or another mechanism. (bottom right). A detailed depiction of the
location of the YxYxY motif of the descending strand.
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(6) CATVHQ KTLEK TCPDGYAYGDTDNGHCSAYDCWRMGTYCTEDMYGCSCYSGTTTYEW YVEAW 58 
(6) CATVHQ EVQKK TCPDGYAHLGFCNDDDGRLGSACCSGGAFGSDGDTDCHCYSDSYNYEN HVDEW 60 
(6) CSTVHQ KTQR SCPDGYRTGYGCDDGSCCSGSNCYSYLSRINRGTCRTKITTYEH HIDAW 55 
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Figure 4. Deep Sequence Diversity of Bovine Ultralong VH CDR H3s
(A) Distribution of the number of cysteines in bovine ultralong CDR H3s of IgM (blue) and IgG (orange).
(B) Length distribution of ultralong CDR H3s. Note that clonal sequences selected during an immune response can bias the proportion at any given length.
(C) Representative sequences of ultralong bovine VH CDR H3s. The terminal portion of the VHBUL region is shown, along with junctional diversity at the V-D joint,
DH2, and JH (top). The sequences of BLVH12 and BLV5B8 are shown for comparison, followed by 20 ultralong CDR H3 sequences from IgG1 and IgM (bottom).
Cysteines are in yellow, with those conserved with DH2 underlined. The conserved cysteine and tryptophan that define the CDR H3 boundaries in all antibody
variable regions are highlighted in cyan for reference. Note that the diversity of many of the cysteines is not conserved between the individual sequences or with
DH2. The CPDG motif is underlined in red, and the region of the descending strand encoding a possible YxYxY motif is underlined in blue.
See also Figure S1 and Tables S2, S3, and S5 for more sequence information.dynamically during B cell development. These two mechanisms
could potentially be distinguished by determining the sequence
and cysteine diversity of the bovine ultralong CDR H3 repertoire.
To determine the diversity and content of ultralong bovine
CDR H3s, we performed deep sequencing of bovine IgM and
IgG variable region genes from two different cows and analyzed
more than 10,000 ultralong CDR H3s (Figure 4, Supplemental
Information, and Tables S2 and S3). Sequence analysis showed1384 Cell 153, 1379–1393, June 6, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.that an even number of cysteines was strongly preferred, sug-
gesting that disulfides were formed in the knob region for nearly
all ultralong CDR H3s (Figure 4A). Most sequences had 4, 6, or 8
cysteines, but 33 sequences had 10, and 2 sequences had 12
cysteines (Figure S1). The ultralong CDR H3s ranged in length
from 40 to 67 residues (Figures 4B and S1), with the latter being
the longest CDRH3 described to date (Figures 4C and S1). Inter-
estingly, the CDR H3 length distribution is distinct between IgM
and IgG (Figure 4B). These lengths could be biased due to differ-
ential selection of clonally related sequences during an immune
response or, alternatively, to other selection pressures such as
stability or expression (Wang et al., 2013), which may be
impacted by CDR H3 length. Several groups of clearly clonally
related sequences were found that likely arose during ongoing
SH. Among nonclonally related sequences, BLAST alignment
did not reveal significant sequence conservation throughout
the CDRs or positional conservation of the cysteines. However,
when we fixed the first cysteine in each CDR H3 by aligning it
with the germline DH2, as in Figure S1, a pattern of conservation
for several cysteines emerged that aligned with DH2 (Figure 4C).
However, many additional cysteines were not in positions
encoded by germline DH2 and did not appear conserved among
the sequences (Figures 4C and S1). In one sequencing run, 655
out of 5,633 sequences had cysteines in different positions
(Table S3), suggesting a significant potential for structural diver-
sity based only on differing disulfide patterns. The sequences
that did have a common cysteine pattern were often clearly clon-
ally related, presumably the result of SH and selection in an
immune response.
Cysteine Mutations Form Diversity in CDR H3
We reasoned that deep sequence analysis would reveal
‘‘clusters’’ of similar sequences if more than one DH region
was used to encode the ultralong CDR H3s. However, the se-
quences of the DH formed only one cluster, without evidence
for more than one significantly dissimilar D region (Figure S2),
and the consensus sequences of the CDR H3s were highly
homologous to DH2, except for a portion at the very N terminus
(Figure 5A). The overall consensus did not encode cysteines in
positions divergent from DH2. This result suggested that DH2,
or highly related homologs, are the germline precursors of the
ultralong repertoire. Indeed, the nucleotide identity of the ultra-
long sequences to the germline DH2 ranged from 35% to 75%
(Supplemental Information and Figure S2). The DH2 region en-
codes 48 amino acids with four cysteines and a repeating
GYG motif (Figure 4C) that leads to a notable sequence bias
with 17 tyrosines (35.4%), 14 glycines (31.3%), and 7 serines
(14.6%). The limited homology among the deep sequences
but with conservation of some cysteines (Figure 4C), along
with the clustering of nearly 10,000 sequences to a consensus
that was highly similar to the germline DH2, suggested that
extensive mutation from DH2 could generate the remarkable
diversity seen in the bovine repertoire. In this regard, the diver-
sity of cysteines found in bovine ultralong CDR H3s is incon-
sistent with the known number of DH regions in cattle or any
mammalian species, further suggesting that they were somati-
cally generated. Furthermore, the codon usages of the DH2
germline residues are severely biased such that a single nucle-
otide mutation can produce a cysteine codon (Figure 5B).
Indeed, an astonishing 39 of the 48 DH2 residues (81%) can
be mutated to cysteine with only one nucleotide change. The
DNA sequence of DH2 has numerous RGYW hotspots, which
are known to be recognition motifs for the activation-induced
(cytidine) deaminase (AID) that produces somatic mutations
(Figure 5B). Thus, the DNA sequence of the germline DH2 is
primed for mutation to cysteine through SH.To determine whether the cysteine diversity could be somati-
cally generated, we analyzed clonally related sequences at
various stages of somatic hypermutation (Figures 5C and S3).
Indeed, we found Arg/Cys, Tyr/Cys, and Cys/Val mutations,
directly demonstrating that cysteine patterns can be produced
somatically. Because BLV1H12 and BLV5B8 have different
disulfide patterns and because an even number of cysteines is
strongly favored in our sequences (Figure 4A), the vast diversity
of cysteine positions (Table S5) suggests that diverse combina-
tions of disulfide bonds can be formed de novo using residues in
DH2, which are primed to mutate to cysteine through SH. Such
mutations could occur through base pair changes (Figure 5C)
or gene conversion events thought to occur in cattle (Parng
et al., 1996), both of which are AID mediated. Irrespective of
the mechanism, nucleotide changes resulting in addition or
removal of cysteine codons can occur somatically and alter the
pattern of cysteines in ultralong CDR H3s.
Antigen Binding of Ultralong CDR H3 Antibodies
The enormous diversity found in the ultralong repertoire sug-
gested that these ultralong CDR H3 antibodies are a component
of the adaptive immune response. To confirm that bovine anti-
bodies utilize their ultralong CDR H3s to bind antigen, we immu-
nized cattle with heat-killed bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV), a
major bovine pathogen of worldwide agricultural economic
importance (Figure 6). We collected lymphocyte messenger
RNA (mRNA), amplified the variable regions, and paired the
heavy-chain genes with the invariant lambda light chain to pro-
duce 132 recombinant bovine-human chimeric IgG (bovine VH
with human Fc) in microtiter wells (Mao et al., 2010). These
IgGs were screened by ELISA for binding to BVDV, and several
candidate binders were identified (Figure 6A). The H12 clone
has a 63-residue CDR H3 with six cysteines (Figure 6B) and
could strongly bind virus in a dose-dependent fashion (Figure 6A,
right). We then overexpressed BVDV coat Npro, structural (E2),
and nonstructural (NS2-3) proteins on the surface of HEK293A
cells and tested binding of B8 and H12 by immunocytometric
analysis. H12 strongly binds HEK293A cells transfected with
the NS2-3 nonstructural proteins of BVDV, which are required
for production of infectious viral particles (Agapov et al., 2004)
(Figure 6C), but binds extremely weakly to untransfected cells.
As multiple clones derived from BVDV vaccinated cattle had
ultralong CDR H3s with the same VHBUL framework (and an
identical light chain), the stalk and knob features in the ultralong
CDR H3 antibodies appeared to mediate antigen binding.
To further understand the role of the stalk and knob in the
binding mechanism of H12, we deleted the knob domain and
replaced it with short SGS or SGGS linkers (Figure 6D). Removal
of the knob domain completely abolished binding to BVDV (Fig-
ure 6D, left), suggesting that the majority of the antigen-binding
activity resided in the knob. Next, we replaced approximately
each third of the knob domain residues (109–148) with the irrel-
evant sequence ETYYGSGL and analyzed binding of the result-
ing mutant antibodies. Replacement of residues 109–117 had a
minor impact on binding, whereas replacement of residues 119–
129 reduced binding by more than 60%, and replacement of the
distal residues 131–148 resulted in a complete loss in BVDV
binding (Figure 6D, left). Although these wholesale swaps ofCell 153, 1379–1393, June 6, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1385
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Figure 5. Cysteine Mutations Contribute to Ultralong CDR H3 Diversity
(A) The consensus of ultralong CDR H3 deep sequences aligns with DH2. A consensus sequence for three deep sequencing runs (from two cows) were
determined and were aligned with one another and with DH2. The consensus aligns well except for some areas of insertions/deletions. Thus, either a single DH
gene, or highly related genes, produce the diversity of sequences in ultralong CDR H3 antibodies.
(B) DH2 region analysis showing residues that can readily mutate to cysteine, including SH hot spots. The nucleotide sequence is above, and the translated amino
acid sequence is below. RGYWhot spots, which are recognized by AID for SH and/or gene conversion, are boxed. Red nucleotides indicate positions that can be
altered in a single mutation to a cysteine-encoding codon. Red amino acids are the corresponding residues that can be mutated to cysteine in a single step.
(legend continued on next page)
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amino acid sequences could result in significant disruptions in
folding of the knob, the results suggested that the N-terminal
third of the knob is less important to BVDV binding than the
C-terminal third. To further define the binding paratope, we
generated alanine scan mutants of every residue in the knob
domain except the three naturally occurring alanine residues
(A110, A117, and A133), which were insteadmutated to tyrosine.
ELISA analysis of the mutants revealed a substantial decrease in
BVDV binding for several residues between 134 and 145 (Figures
6D and S4), which is consistent with the complete loss of binding
activity in the D131–148 replacement mutant. Indeed, within this
stretch, only the relatively conservative G138Amutation retained
binding activity. Other point mutations that inhibited binding by
more than 80% included F112A, V116A, and R127A. Mutations
like G111A and R113A in the N-terminal portion of the knob or
V137A and Y141A near the C-terminal portion decreased bind-
ing by more than 60%. Several mutations had intermediary
effects on binding, and others had no effect on binding (Fig-
ure 6D, right). The heatmap in Figure 6D clearly shows a signifi-
cant impact of mutation of residues between 134 and 145, with
other residues outside this region also playing a role in the bind-
ing or structural integrity of the knob domain, whichmay second-
arily affect binding. Thus, in the case of H12, the C-terminal
portion of the knob domain appears to mediate significant inter-
action with the BVDV antigen.
Although multiple ultralong CDR H3 sequences have been
reported in the literature, the H12 antibody is the first antibody
with an ultralong CDR H3 that binds a defined antigen, and we
show here that this binding is clearly mediated through the
knob domain, with little binding contributed by the stalk or the
other five CDRs. Thus the bovine immune system creates a
unique repertoire of mega CDR H3s—which fold into unusual
stalk and knob structures that display a unique function in anti-
gen recognition—through cysteine diversification.
DISCUSSION
A key component to the clonal selection theory of immune
recognition is the generation of a diverse repertoire of antigen
receptors. To create this diversity, some species have evolved
multiple V, D, and J gene segments, whichmaximize combinato-
rial diversity. Other species, like chicken and rabbit, use a single
V(D)J event followed by gene conversion to diversify the reper-
toire. Cows appear to be unique among higher vertebrates in
evolving a new domain for antigen recognition and an unusual
mechanism to create diversity in this architecture. Through a
single V(D)J event, cows employ cysteine diversification to
‘‘reshape’’ the knob domain in ultralong CDR H3s, creating
diverse structures for antigen binding.
Although BLV1H12 and BLV5B8 both contain a stalk with a
distal disulfide-bonded knob domain, the ultralong CDR H3s
were highly divergent in (1) sequence content, (2) disulfide bond
pattern, and (3) stalk length. These diversity characteristics(C) Affinity maturation groups show mutation to and from cysteine. Several gro
hypermutation. Three groups are shown as examples (labeled 1 to 3 on the left). S
each sequence is represented in the cluster is shown at the right.
See also Figures S1, S2, and S3.were also generally recapitulated in the bovine antibody reper-
toire sequences (Figures 4C and S1). The first cysteine in CDR
H3 forms a disulfide bond at the base of the knob in both
BLV1H12 and BLV5B8 and also is highly conserved in a ‘‘CPDG’’
motif in theultralongdeepsequencedata. Thus,wecould align all
ultralong CDR H3s at this fixed cysteine. This alignment enabled
visualization of residues most likely encoded by the VHBUL, DH,
JH, and putative N insertions. Notably, the length between the
endof theVHBULandCPDG is variable due todifferences in junc-
tional diversity formed through V-D recombination. This region
encodes a portion of the b strand ascending from the VHBUL.
Similarly, this change in length is matched through the D-J
recombination event, which encodes the descending b strand
of the stalk (Figure 3C). Of note, the YxYxY motif of the
descending b strand is germline encoded in the DH2 region,
whereas a portion of the ascending strand does not appear to
be encoded in the VHBUL or DH2 and could be the result of
random N insertions, a proposed ‘‘oligonucleotide capture’’
mechanism (Koti et al., 2010), or gene conversion (Parng et al.,
1996). Deep sequencing revealed some limited homology within
the ascending strand among different antibodies; however, evi-
dence for an alternative D region or D-D fusions has not been
found. Although the combinatorial potential is severely limited,
the natural diversity mechanism of V(D)J recombination can alter
the length and orientation of the stalk, allowing the knob to pro-
trude from the antibody at variable distances and geometries.
The bovine ultralong CDR H3 repertoire represents another
paradigm for the generation of structural diversity by forming a
unique architecture distinct from the immunoglobulin domain.
Through X-ray crystallography and deep sequencing analysis,
we demonstrate that the bovine antibody system utilizes V(D)J
recombination and mutational mechanisms to produce CDR
H3s with unique ‘‘minifolds’’ composed of a stalk and a knob,
both of which can accommodate significant structural variation,
including diverse disulfide-bond patterns and loop structures in
the knob, as well as differences in length, orientation, and con-
tent of the stalk. The codons in the germline D region encoding
ultralong bovine CDR H3s are severely biased toward mutation
to cysteine, which may allow new disulfide bonds to be formed
or broken in the knob. As both gene conversion and SH utilize
AID to create diversity, we suspect that AID produces the
remarkable diversity in bovine ultralong CDR H3s through one
or both of these mechanisms. With mutation to and from
cysteine, the disulfide pattern of germline antibodies, which
encodes four cysteines in DH2, is distinct from their mature coun-
terparts. Thus, disulfide exchange may occur over time during
development of the repertoire (Figure 7A and Table S6). This
mechanism suggests ways for rapid minifold evolution in gen-
eral; a primordial gene with a preferential mutational potential
to cysteine could enable new disulfide patterns, which could
then be selected and fixed in sequence space based on stability
and function. As the number of protein folds in nature is thought
to be limited, the bovine antibody repertoire may represent a richups of clonally related sequences were identified and analyzed for somatic
equence differences from cysteine are highlighted in red. The number of times
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Figure 6. Bovine Antibodies with Ultralong CDR H3s Bind Antigen
(A) ELISA of 132 ultralong CDR H3 antibodies against BVDV (left) and binding activity of the ‘‘hits’’ B8, B9, and H12 in a titration assay (right).
(B) The sequences of B8, H9, and H12 are shown in comparison to BLV1H12 and the germline DH2 region. Lengths (L) of the CDR H3 are indicated at the right.
Cysteines conserved with DH2 are underlined.
(C) H12 binds NS2-3 on cells. A flag-tagged BVDV NS2-3 protein construct was transfected into HEK293A cells and stained with anti-Flag as a positive control
(left), the H12 antibody (middle), and B8 (right). Binding assays with untransfected cells are shown on the bottom.
(D) H12 binding to BVDV requires the knob domain. Binding to BVDV (blue) or BSA (red) was assessed by ELISA for knob mutants of H12. Constructs included a
total replacement of the knob sequence with a short linker (SGS or SGGS), partial knob replacements from residues 109–117, 119–129, or 131–148 with an
irrelevant sequence (ETYYGSGL). Alanine scan mutants of H12 knob residues were tested for BVDV binding (Figure S4), and the results are summarized in the
(legend continued on next page)
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source for discovery of uniquely folded small domains and may
provide an unusual opportunity to study protein fold evolution.
As antibodies are now a major drug class, with alternative scaf-
folds such as camelid VHHs becoming more important in
biomedicine, the bovine structural diversity paradigm could
also find utility in drug or diagnostic discovery through further
protein engineering efforts.
The enormous number of unrelated sequences that we found
during deep sequencing suggests that diversity on its own is a
major functional driver of the ultralong CDR H3 repertoire. It is
curious that cattle have this unique structural repertoire in addi-
tion to a more conventional shorter CDR H3 repertoire. Physio-
logically, cattle are unusual in having a rumen, which functions
as a ‘‘fermenter’’ to metabolize feedstuff. Control of the high titer
of natural rumen microorganisms is important to inhibit opportu-
nistic digestive tract or serum infections. The added diversity
brought about by this unusual antibody structure could serve
this purpose and could perhaps be optimized to bind certain
antigens like pores, channels, or other receptors that are more
difficult to access with typical antibodies (Figure 7B). The rumen
biomass includes a substantial portion of eukaryotic microor-
ganisms, which may present different antigen structures than
viruses and bacteria, which are the major challenges for other
vertebrate immune systems. Although we could identify ultra-
long antibodies against BVDV from immunized cattle, the pres-
sure behind the evolution of ‘‘stalk and knob’’ features may
have been by other unknown antigens not easily targeted by
the traditional antibody binding scaffold. Several small disul-
fide-bonded protein families involved in diverse protein-protein
interactions have a general shape and dimension similar to the
knob of these bovine antibodies, including protease inhibitors,
channel blockers, arthropod toxins, and G-protein-coupled
receptor (GPCR) ligands (Figure S5) (Craik et al., 2001; Silverman
et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2011). However, no sequence or struc-
tural homology could be foundwith any of these domains and the
BLV1H12 or BLV5B8 knobs. Clearly, small disulfide-bonded pro-
tein structures have evolved over time for a multitude of protein-
protein interactions of diverse function. Indeed, the ‘‘knottin’’
family of disulfide-bonded proteins has been engineered for a
number of different applications using in vitro display technolo-
gies (Gracy and Chiche, 2011; Kolmar, 2009; Moore and
Cochran, 2012). The bovine antibody system provides an analo-
gous in vivo process for evolution of these small domains but
may also enable unique disulfide pattern diversity and effector
functions mediated by the immunoglobulin constant regions.
The propensity for structural and sequence diversity of the
stalk and knob motifs could have more general implications. A
long stable b ribbon connecting two unrelated domains is rare.
Exposed b strands can often initiate protein-protein interactions
(Richardson and Richardson, 2002). It is interesting to speculate
that the significant diversity of the ascending strand provides a
nidus for interaction with some antigens, with the diversity of
the knob providing additional high-affinity contacts throughcolored alignment (lower right). Knob point mutant binding to BVDV was compare
60%–80%, light green; >80%, green). Some point mutants had greater than 3-fol
Figure S4). All H12 IgGs were normalized to 30 nM (except as indicated in Figure
Data are represented as the mean ± SEM. See also Figure S4 and Table S7.affinity maturation. Also, each ultralong CDR H3 knob has
several disulfide-produced loops that could interact with anti-
gen, as we have shown for the H12 antibody. Alternatively, pos-
itive charges in the knob could also allow membrane binding or
penetration, with the stalk acting to bind surface or membrane
proteins. The biophysical and detailed binding properties of
this new class of antigen receptor require further investigation.
A significant paradox in adaptive immune evolution is the fact
that some species utilize a large number of V, D, and J segments,
whereas others have a very limited combinatorial repertoire (Fig-
ure 7B and Table S6). For cattle, this limited combinatorial reper-
toire is expanded enormously by the ability to create structural
diversity within ultralong CDR H3s on a scaffold encoded by only
asingleVHBUL,DH2,andJHpairedwitha limitednumberofVl light
chains (Figures 3 and 7 and Table S6). The limitations in VH and VL
usage may be due to the structural constraints imposed by the
stalk interactionwith other CDRs. In the sameway that substantial
diversity can beproducedcombinatorially byV(D)J recombination
in other species, the bovine mechanism of generating cysteine-
mediated hypervariableminifolds denovoenables a small amount
of germline-encoded genetic material to generate substantial
sequence and structural diversity, representing a unique mecha-
nism for immune receptor repertoire generation.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Crystallization and Structure Determination of BLV1H12 and
BLV5B8
The bovine Fab fragments were cloned and purified as described in the
Extended Experimental Procedures. Gel filtration fractions containing the
bovine Fabs were concentrated to 10 mg/ml in 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0) and
50 mM NaCl. Initial crystallization trials were set up using the automated
Rigaku Crystalmation robotic system at the Joint Center for Structural Geno-
mics (http://www.jcsg.org). Several hits were obtained for BLV1H12 and
BLV5B8, and crystals used for data collection were grown by the sitting
drop vapor diffusion method with a reservoir solution (100 ml) containing
0.27 M potassium citrate and 22% PEG 3350 (BLV1H12) and 0.2 M disodium
tartrate and 20% PEG 3350 (BLV5B8). Drops consisting of 100 nl protein +
100 nl precipitant were set up at 20C, and crystals appeared within 3 to
7 days. The resulting crystals were cryoprotected using well solution supple-
mented with 15% ethylene glycol then flash cooled and stored in liquid nitro-
gen until data collection.
Diffraction data were collected on the GM/CA-CAT 23ID-D beamline at the
Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory (BLV1H12) and the
11-1 beamline at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource for BLV5B8.
Both data sets were indexed in spacegroup P212121, integrated, scaled, and
merged using HKL2000 (BLV5B8; HKL Research) or XPREP (BLV1H12;
Bruker). The BLV1H12 structure was solved by molecular replacement to
1.85 A˚ resolution using Phaser (McCoy et al., 2007). Fab variable domains
from 1BVK and constant domains from 2FB4 were used as search models,
and two complete BLV1H12 Fabs were found in the asymmetric unit. The
BLV5B8 data set was also solved by molecular replacement (to 2.20 A˚), using
the refined BLV1H12 coordinates as a model. Rigid body refinement, simu-
lated annealing, and restrained refinement (including TLS refinement, with
one group for each Ig domain and one for each CDR H3) were carried out in
Phenix (Adams et al., 2010). Riding hydrogens were used during refinement.
Between rounds of refinement, the model was built and adjusted usingd to that of unmodified H12 (<20%, red; 20%–40%, orange; 40%–60%, yellow;
d higher binding to BSA alone, indicating higher nonspecific interactions (gray,
S4 due to poor expression).
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Coot (Emsley et al., 2010). Waters were built automatically using the
‘‘ordered_solvent’’ modeling function in Phenix (Adams et al., 2010). Struc-
tures were validated using the JCSG QC Server (publicly available at http://
smb.slac.stanford.edu/jcsg/QC/), which includes Molprobity (Chen et al.,
2010). Refinement statistics can be found in Table S1.
Ultralong cDNA Generation
Bovine spleen and lymph nodes were obtained from Animal Technologies
(Tyler, TX), or from Texas A&M University. Total RNA was isolated from bovine
tissues using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) following the manufac-
turer’s protocol, followed by on column digestion of DNA using the RNeasy
Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA). RNA quantity and quality were assessed
with Nanodrop (Thermal Scientific), Qubit RNA, and Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer
(Agilent, Santa Clara, CA), following the manufacturer’s protocols. Total RNA
was used as a template for complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis catalyzed
by Superscript II (Invitrogen). The antibody variable region was amplified
from cDNA using primers 50-TTGAGCGACAAGGCTGTAGGCTG-30and
50-CTTTCGGGGCTGTGGTGGAGGC-30.
Deep Sequencing
Bar-coded primers (Table S2) were used to amplify VH from bovine spleen
cDNA. The amplicons of VH were purified from 2% agarose gels and deep
sequenced according to Roche 454 GS FLX instructions. Bioinformatic anal-
ysis is described in detail in the Extended Experimental Procedures. CDR
H3s were defined by the third residue following the conserved cysteine in
framework 3 to the residue immediately preceding the conserved tryptophan
in framework 4. This cysteine and tryptophan are highlighted cyan in the fig-
ures. VHBULwas identified by BLAST searching the bovine genome (assembly
Btau_4.6.1) with multiple ultralong VH sequences identified by deep
sequencing. It is unclear whether VHBUL is similar to an uncharacterized partial
germline sequence g1.110.10, which has been associated with some ultralong
antibodies (Koti et al., 2008; Saini et al., 1999).
FISH Analysis
Five sets of primers (Table S3) specific for the VHBUL region exons and flank-
ing sequence were used to screen superpools and plate-pools of the bovine
genomic TAMBET BAC library (Cai et al., 1995) by PCR. Three positive clones,
14-74H6, 318H2, and 7138-19E8 were identified, picked, and grown in 2YT
with chloramphenicol. Bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) DNAwas isolated
with the Plasmid Midi Kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. Physical location of the BACs was determined by fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) to cattle metaphase chromosomes as described (Raud-
sepp and Chowdhary, 2008). Briefly, DNA from individual BAC clones was
labeled with biotin-16-dUTP or digoxigenin-11-dUTP, using Biotin- or DIG-
Nick TranslationMix (Roche Applied Science), respectively. Differently labeled
probes were hybridized in pairs to metaphase chromosomes. Biotin and
digoxigenin were detected with avidin-FITC and anti-digoxigenin-Rhodamine,
respectively. Images for a minimum of ten metaphase spreads were captured
for each experiment and analyzed with a Zeiss Axioplan2 fluorescence micro-
scope equipped with Isis V5.2 (MetaSystemsGmbH) software. Cattle chromo-
someswere counterstained with DAPI and identified according to international
nomenclature (Cribiu et al., 2001).
Immunization of Cattle with Whole Killed BVDV
A 4-month-old Holstein steer was immunized by intradermal inoculation of a
mixture of heat-killed BVDV-1 and BVDV-2 (100 mg of each). The inactivatedFigure 7. Model for Ultralong CDR H3 Diversification into Minifolds
(A) A schematic of the DH2 knob with four cysteines is shown on the left, with SH a
the right.
(B) Mechanisms for generating antibody diversity. In humans and mice (left), com
multitude of different binding sites, which are further optimized following antigen
severely limited; however, somatic mutation to and from cysteines can reshape th
These antibodies may be further optimized through SH and may bind unique tar
See also Figure S5 and Table S6.virus mixture was suspended in 500 ml PBS and emulsified in 500 ml Freund’s
complete adjuvant by repeated passage through a double-barrel needle. The
immunogen was inoculated intradermally (200 ml/injection) at the neck region
using a 26 3 1½ G needle. The steer was boosted three times at monthly
intervals with the same amount of antigen but formulated in Freund’s incom-
plete adjuvant. Sero-conversion was tested by ELISA using plates coated
with the inactivated virus and by immunocytometric analysis of MDBK cells
infected with either BVDV-1 or BVDV-2. The steer was bled from the jugular
vein, and blood was collected in heparin. Lymphocytes were purified through
Lymphocyte Separation Media (Mediatech) centrifugation and stored in
RNAlater.
Anti-BVDV IgG Generation
The VH (generated as cDNA, described above) was assembled with bovine
CH1 and human IgG1 Fc and ligated into pFUSE expression vector to afford
a full-length heavy-chain library. 500 single E. coli transformants were picked
and sequenced. 132 clones containing unique heavy-chain sequences were
selected. The heavy-chain library was then cotransfected with pFUSE expres-
sion vector encoding the invariant bovine light chain into HEK293T cells using
293Fectin (Life Technologies) to generate a small spatially addressed library
(Mao et al., 2010). Antibodies were secreted into culture media and harvested
in 96 well format for further testing. The chimeric antibodies were quantified by
sandwich ELISA, screened for binding to BVDV by ELISA, and analyzed for cell
binding by immunocytometry as described in the Extended Experimental
Procedures.
BDVH12 Knob Mutation Cloning
BsaI restriction sites were engineered into the knob region and used to insert
oligonucleotides encoding mutated amino acid residues (Table S7), as
described in detail in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
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